Towards a better understanding of the overall health impact of the game of squash: automatic and high-resolution motion analysis from a single camera view Abstract: In this paper, we present a method for locating and tracking players in the game of squash using Gaussian mixture model background subtraction and agglomerative contour clustering from a calibrated single camera view. Furthermore, we describe a method for player reidentification after near total occlusion, based on stored color-and region-descriptors. For camera calibration, no additional pattern is needed, as the squash court itself can serve as a 3D calibration object. In order to exclude non-rally situations from motion analysis, we further classify each video frame into game phases using a multilayer perceptron. By considering a player's position as well as the current game phase we are able to visualize player-individual motion patterns expressed as court coverage using pseudo colored heat-maps. In total, we analyzed two matches (six games, 1:28h) of high quality commercial videos used in sports broadcasting and compute high resolution (1cm per pixel) heat-maps. 130184 manually labeled frames (game phases and player identification) show an identification correctness of 79.28±8.99% (mean±std). Game phase classification is correct in 60.87±7.62% and the heat-map visualization correctness is 72.47±7.27%.
Introduction
Squash is a racket sport where both players share the same space and therefore occlusions occur frequently during a rally. We aim at looking at motion patterns of world-class squash players from a sport medicine perspective and therefore developed a method for automatic player identification and tracking. Specifically, we present a method for re-identifying players after near total occlusion. Furthermore, we address the task of classifying each video frame into game phases such as rally, service, other (waiting for video review, court cleaning, etc.) using a state machine. We use a single calibrated camera view, showing the entire court from a conventional (spectator's) point-of-view and visualize each player's court coverage during rallies only, using pseudo coloring in high resolution heat-maps.
Early related work regarding movement analysis of squash players [1] relies on manual data acquisition (positional, game phase and shot type) using a digitization pad. In 2001 Vučković presented an automatic tracking system using a dedicated court, equipped with a single static camera located above the court [2, 3] , providing a birds-eyeview. Furthermore, this tracker has been used to research the work-rate of different level squash players [4] and the impact of T occupancy in winning and losing a game [5] .
Methods

Player detection
For player detection, we first segment the foreground objects by using background subtraction based on an adaptive Gaussian mixture model described in [6] . After thresholding, we blur the image and re-binarize it by another threshold to reduce noise. The result is then used for extracting external contours by border tracing to segment only foreground ______ *Corresponding author: Christopher Brumann: University of Applied Sciences and Arts Dortmund, Dept. of Computer Science, Dortmund, Germany, e-mail: christopher.brumann@fh-dortmund.de Markus Kukuk: University of Applied Sciences and Arts Dortmund, Dept. of Computer Science, Dortmund, Germany objects. Due to over segmentation, fragmented player shape contours need to be merged to accurately extract colored player blobs. To address this problem, we build contour clusters from external contours, as described in the following section.
Contour clustering:
The segmentation returns contours on the foreground mask. For a single contour, we define a unique index, leading to a set of indices representing all contours. Based on the cartesian product we define the relation , forming a complete set of contour index pairs . As each contour can contain a large amount of points, distance measurement between contours can be computational expensive. Therefore, geometric shape fitting is done for each contour to reduce the shape's complexity while preserving the overall shape. Bounding boxes and rotated rectangles, as well as minimum enclosing circles are less suitable for this task, because they require all points to be inside the shape. Our approach fits ellipses for each contour separately.
For each contour index pair the contour's corresponding ellipse is used to calculate the Euclidian distance between the two ellipse's nearest points, leading to an absolute closeness measure for each pair. We then normalize the measure based on the maximum distance between two points, i.e. the ROI's diagonal. We then keep only pairs satisfying the normalized closeness criteria of . Since only a subset of the closest index pairs remains, we build clusters by iterating over this subset and consider four cases for each pair individually: 1. If both contours are not in clusters, we create a new cluster and add them. 2. If both contours are already in the same cluster, nothing needs to be done.
If one contour is in a cluster C, while the other contour c
is not in any cluster, c needs to be added to C. 4. If both contours are in different clusters, both clusters are merged to a single cluster At last we need to consider solitary contours, e.g. a player contour resulting from an un-fragmented segmentation. For that we examine all not previously clustered contours for their area and create a separate cluster if the area size (number of non-zero pixel) is . Once the clusters exist, we use them to detect the players.
Location based contour filtering: For final player detection, the resulting clusters are filtered based on their location. Considering an entire frame with a region of interest (ROI) containing only the squash court, clusters are rejected if they physically cannot represent players. As an example, Figure 1 shows a frame with the corresponding ROI and three bounding boxes of detected clusters. Using a point-inpolygon test with the two points, located in the middle of the bottom edge and the court's floor (P1-P4), we validate clusters if both points pass the test. In the example, cluster is rejected, while the other two are assumed to represent the players. Extracting the players based on the contours inside the two remaining clusters gives us two player blobs which needs to be identified. 
Player re-identification
In computer vision, visual descriptors are used to describe the visual features of the image's content. In general, we apply the method described in [7] used for person re-identification and image retrieval, as in our context player re-identification after near total occlusion is essential. It is based on dominant colors and their corresponding regions. The method utilizes the two previously segmented and clustered player blobs, converted to the HSV color space. Every channel is quantized individually. Combining the channels by , results in a single channel feature matrix. In the next step, this feature matrix is used to extract dominant colors. For that, we calculate the relative occurrence for each possible value in the feature matrix and keep only the most significant eight. Finally, all eight relative occurrences are normalized. To match two extracted dominant color descriptors, the minimum intersection for all possible feature values is calculated.
Additionally, to the dominant color value, information about their spatial occurrence is considered. This is necessary as the players can have the same dominant colors at distinct locations. Therefore, the dominant colors corresponding regions are extracted. This is done by calculating the 8-connected components for each color and discard everything with an area pixels. For each remaining component, the normalized y-position and height (regarding the player blob's height) is calculated and saved separately, defining the dominant region for a single color. Measuring the similarity for dominant color regions is done by calculating the absolute difference for the normalized yposition and height. Using a weighted sum of the distances allows to change the total impact of position and height. This result is used for region similarity matching, by cumulating individual color region similarities. Weighting the sum of the color and region results leads to the final similarity. For identification after near total occlusion we store the descriptors for dominant colors and regions for the last 100 non-occlusion frames in player individual buffers. Comparing the average similarity of extracted features from new samples and with the buffered features allows us to decide whether a new sample belongs to one or the other player.
Camera calibration
Camera calibration is a necessary step to estimate the player's world positions. As the court's dimensions are welldefined and known, we use it for calibration. Thus, in our case, no additional calibration object or pattern is needed. The court defining lines form a three-dimensional calibration pattern with 21 points in total. We use image and world coordinates of those points and calibrate the camera using the algorithm presented in [8] . As the camera's parameters are fixed during the video recording, this step needs to be done only once. Once the calibration is done and the camera's intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are estimated, threedimensional coordinates laying on a known plane in the world (in our case the court's floor) can be estimated from any image coordinate.
Game phase detection
In general, a squash match consists of separate phases which can be divided in two main categories. The first category is called "rally" where both players hit the ball. The other category contains all non-rally phases such as getting ready for the next serve, waiting for the referee's decision, referee video review and court cleaning. A special non-rally phase is the service as this directly precedes a rally. It is important to distinguish separate phases, because the player's movement should only be considered during a rally. Our underlying model is a basic state machine containing three states: Nonrally, service and rally, with transitions from non-rally to service, service to rally and rally to non-rally. A multilayer perceptron (MLP) is trained for automatic transition detection during gameplay. As a pre-processing step the court's floor is separated into individual cells using a quadtree [9] , where the cell density is higher at the court's center. The input feature vector contains the cell identifier corresponding to the position and the derived velocities for each player. Additionally, the audio power is used, since the ball hitting the front wall results in a distinctive sound. Combining these features for the current and the next 20 frames results in total in 21 consecutive frames, represented as 147 input nodes. In total, we use 6 hidden layers with 100, 68, 47, 33, 24, 18 nodes and an output layer with 3 nodes, each with a tanh activation function. Each output node represents a single state of our state model predicting the game phase probabilities.
Results
We analyzed two matches (six games, 1:28h) of single view, high quality commercial videos used in sports broadcasting. One men's and one women's match, each three games. Our results are high resolution (1cm per pixel) heat-map visualizations, representing court coverage during rallies. In total 130184 frames were manually evaluated and our results show a correct player identification of 79.28±8.99% (mean±std). For constructing the MLP we manually extracted 10296 representative frames and used 60% randomly selected as training and 40% as test set. During the training phase, in 88.4% the game phase (state) was detected correctly. Applying the MLP to all 130184 frames results in correct detections of 60.87±7.62%. As only player positions during the rallies are included in heat-maps, the other phases do not have any impact. Therefore, some false detections are negligible, when looking at the heat-map correctness. Detecting a service phase while the manually labeled is nonrally, and vice versa, does have no effect to the heat-map. Thus, considering only frames classified as rally results in 72.47±7.27% heat-map correctness. Table 1 shows to precision for every game individually. Visualizing player individual positions for a game using pseudo color encoding gives insight into court coverage during all rallies for a single game. Figure 3 shows a comparison for manually labelled and automatic detected game phases for the lowest and highest heat-map correctness result. In detail, the top row shows heat-maps for manually labelled game phases, whereas the bottom row shows the automatic detected phases. The first two columns show the women's first game (lowest correctness) and the last two columns the men's first game (highest correctness). 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we presented methods for automatic player detection, re-identification and game phase classification for the game of squash. Our agglomerative clustering shows a good post-processing step in player detection to merge fragmented contours and consequently improve the segmentation masks during identification. Dominant color and region based descriptors, including storing the last 100 non-occlusion descriptors, seem to be good features for reidentification after near total player occlusion. The MLP is a promising first step for game phase classification.
As we only used six games in total, we plan to achieve a better phase classification performance by increasing the number of videos and consequently our training set. Furthermore, player identification performance may be improved by additionally storing a specific amount of color and region descriptors permanently during a game.
Beside the improvements, we plan to enhance the tracking data to classify motion patterns into categories, e.g. attack or defense. On a long term, we plan to quantify physical performance and strain parameters from a sport medicine perspective for supporting health-conscious athletes to support healthy training and competition preparation. In general, our goal is to contribute towards a better understanding of the overall health impact of the game of squash.
